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Abstract: In this paper, we describe a dataset of head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) measured
at the Research Institute of Electrical Communications, Tohoku University. The current dataset
includes HRTFs for 105 subjects at 72 azimuths � 13 elevations of spherical coordinates.
Anthropometric data for 39 subjects are also included. The measurement and postprocessing methods
are outlined in this paper. These data will be freely accessible for nonprofit academic purposes via the
Internet. Moreover, this dataset will be included in an international joint project to gather several
HRTF datasets in a unified data format.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The characteristics of head-related transfer functions

(HRTFs) are determined by scattering around the listener’s

external ear, head, shoulder, and torso. These character-

istics are known to be perceptual sound localization cues

extracted by the auditory system [1]. While the HRTF is

a function of source positions, it should differ significantly

among individuals owing to anthropometric variety. There-

fore, a dataset consisting of HRTFs of many individuals is

beneficial to studies on issues such as human localization

and the realization of a three-dimensional sound system

[2,3].

Several laboratories have developed HRTF datasets

[4–8] that include HRTFs measured at many source

directions. The number of subjects is usually more than

one [5–8]. There is also a dataset that contains subjects’

anthropometric data [5]. In general, the measurement of

a set of HRTFs takes time and effort owing to the large

number of source directions and subjects, and the measure-

ment conditions are often limited. As a result, publicly

available HRTF data are still insufficient and the publica-

tion of further HRTF datasets will be very useful.

The dataset reported in this paper contains the HRTFs

measured at a number of source directions for a number of

subjects. The anthropometric data of several subjects are

also included. We previously reported a dataset of HRTFs

measured at high spatial resolution for 59 subjects [9].

Since that report, we have been accumulating more HRTF

data and have adopted postprocessing techniques to

improve the quality of measured data, including those

reported in [9]. Up to now, we have valid HRTF data for

105 subjects. In this paper, we describe the reconstructed

dataset. Moreover, our dataset also provides three-dimen-

sional anthropometric data on structures including the

pinna, head, and shoulders for 39 of the subjects. In the rest

of this paper, we will describe the methods of measurement
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and postprocessing, the evaluation of the measured data,

and their potential benefit.

2. MEASUREMENT OF HRTFS

A set of HRTFs for each subject was measured

according to the definition described in [1]. By this

method, an HRTF for a specified ear for a certain sound

source position is obtained using two transfer functions: (1)

the transfer function of the sound propagation path from

the sound source at a certain direction to the entrance of

the subject’s ear canal, and (2) the transfer function of

the sound propagation path from the same source to the

position corresponding to the center of the head with no

subject present. The HRTF is calculated as the ratio of

transfer function (1) to (2). In this paper, both transfer

functions were obtained by measuring the impulse re-

sponses and calculating their discrete Fourier transform.

The obtained HRTF was stored in the form of its

corresponding impulse response, generally called head-

related impulse responses (HRIRs).

The optimized Aoshima’s time-stretched pulse

(OATSP) [10] was used as the source signal to measure

the impulse responses. Figure 1 shows the appearance and

schema of the HRTF measurement system. The measure-

ment was conducted in the anechoic room of the Research

Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University.

Although the loudspeakers were arranged both horizontally

and vertically, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1, a

vertical circular loudspeaker array consisting of 35 loud-

speakers (FE83E, Fostex) was used, as shown in the lower

panel of Fig. 1. The loudspeakers were arranged at

intervals of 10� of the elevation angle excluding the angle

directly below the subject. The circular loudspeaker array

could be automatically rotated around the vertical axis, as

shown in Fig. 1, with a resolution of 0.1�. Each subject

was seated so that the center of his/her interaural axis was

aligned with the center of the circle. The distance between

the center of the subject’s head and each loudspeaker was

1.5 m, and the head was gently held in place by a small

head rest. The subject’s ear canals were blocked [11] and

miniature microphones (FG3329, Knowles) were placed at

the entrance to the blocked ear canal. The OATSP signals

had a length of 8192, a resolution of 16 bits, and a sampling

frequency of 48 kHz. The interval of source directions was

set to 5� azimuth and 10� elevation in spherical coordinates

with the origin at the center of the subject’s head. It took

one hour to one and a half hours to measure HRTFs for one

subject, including one or two break(s) of a few minutes

each. Although the room temperature was not recorded at

the time of measurement, it was controlled so as to be

comfortable for the subjects, using an air conditioner

during the break. It should be noted that we observed

effects of the measurement apparatus on the measurement.

One of these was individual loudspeaker variability.

Although the loudspeaker characteristics should be can-

celed out according to the definition of the HRTF, their

influence could not be completely removed because the

inverse filtering of the loudspeaker characteristics includes

errors. Another influence was that of the subject’s chair.

When the measurement at the center of the head was

performed, acoustic absorbing material (nonwoven poly-

ester fabric) was used to reduce this influence as much as

possible. However, some disturbances were observed in the

10 deg.
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Fig. 1 HRTF measurement system. The vertical circular
loudspeaker array consists of 35 loudspeakers. The
loudspeakers are arranged at intervals of 10� in
elevation except for the angle directly below the
subject. The circular loudspeaker array can revolved
automatically around the axis of rotation with a
resolution of 0.1�.
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frequency characteristics of HRTFs, especially for sound

sources at elevations lower than �40�.

3. MEASUREMENT OF ANTHROPOMETRY

The anthropometric dimensions of and around the

ears, including the pinna, head, shoulders, and torso, are

naturally important parameters in the determination of

HRTFs, and the frequency characteristics of HRTFs are

known to be strongly correlated with the subject’s anthro-

pometric dimensions [12,13]. Therefore, three-dimensional

images of subjects above and including their shoulders

were measured for several subjects whose HRTFs were

measured from May 2003 to April 2008. A three-dimen-

sional scanner (VIVID910, Konica Minolta) was used for

this measurement. All measured anthropometric dimen-

sions are included in this dataset, in the data format of

stereolithography (STL). Figure 2 is an example of the

measured three-dimensional image for an artificial head

and torso (SAMRAI, Koken) used as the subject.

4. POSTPROCESSING

4.1. Windowing of Measured Impulse Responses

Measured impulse responses contained possible reflec-

tions from the circular loudspeaker array, which was made

of aluminium covered by sound-absorbing material (glass

wool). Therefore, a window function was applied to each

impulse response. Since window shape and length sub-

stantially affect both the waveform and the frequency

characteristics of the windowed signal, proper selection of

the window function is important. It is desirable that the

window does not affect the main response of the original

HRIR and HRTF, and that the window function converges

smoothly to zero at its edge. Well-known window

functions include the rectangular window, Hamming

window, Hanning window, and Blackman window. The

rectangular window does not affect the characteristics of

the main response in the time domain within the window

range. However, if a discontinuity exists at the edge of

the window, the frequency characteristics are affected. The

other windows are designed so as to reduce the influence

of the main response on the frequency characteristics at

the expense of waveform distortion. Since the end of the

Hamming window does not converge to zero in the time

domain, it may affect the frequency characteristics. Con-

sidering the balance between the distortion of the main

response and the effectiveness of the elimination of the

reflection, we selected the Hanning window. In this study,

half of the Hanning window was applied from the peak of

the impulse response, as shown in Fig. 3. The original

length of the Hanning window was set to 350 points. This

value was arbitrarily determined for use in checking the

measured impulse responses for all source directions. After

processing was complete, the length of the impulse

response was set at 512 points with zero padding. To

compare the influence of windowing on the frequency

characteristics, the magnitude characteristics of an HRTF

(azimuth, 0�; elevation, 0�; right ear, subject 35) when the

Hanning window and rectangular window were applied

are shown in Fig. 4. As shown in this figure, ripples in the

characteristics seen with the rectangular window become

inconspicuous with the Hanning window.

4.2. Additional Calibration of Gains and Frequency

Characteristics Due to Loudspeaker Differences

Multiple loudspeakers were used in the measurement,

as shown in Fig. 1. As described in Sect. 2, differences

among them would be automatically calibrated because the

measured impulse responses for a subject were normalized

based on the impulse responses of each loudspeaker

measured at the position corresponding to the center of

the head with no subject present. However, as neither the

inverse filtering nor the actual measurement was ideal, we

Fig. 2 Example of three-dimensional shading applied to
the mesh data. The original data were measured using a
three-dimensional scanner (VIVID910, Konica Minol-
ta) and were saved in stereolithography (STL) format
consisting of numerous meshes composed of triangu-
lated surfaces.
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Fig. 3 Example of a measured head-related impulse
response (solid line) and the window function applied
(dashed line) to eliminate possible reflections.
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observed some systematic coloration depending on the

loudspeaker frequency characteristics. That is, to measure

HRTFs for a specific elevation angle, two loudspeakers

were located at the same elevation in the vertical loud-

speaker array (Fig. 1). Both were used as sound sources,

from the frontal and rear hemicycle areas, respectively.

We found that a small but systematic spatial discontinuity

still remained after the specified signal processing describ-

ed in Sect. 2. This discontinuity seems to be due to the

characteristics of each loudspeaker as well as the anterior-

posterior asymmetry of the measurement system. Figure 5

shows an example of this artifact. This figure exhibits the

frequency characteristics of HRTFs for adjacent azimuths

(90� and 95�; elevation, 0�; subject 35), measured using the

two loudspeakers located at the same elevation angle but at

opposite positions in the circular loudspeaker array. There

is an overall gain difference of a few dB between the two

HRTFs. Therefore, to calibrate the difference, the overall

gains of the rear HRTFs, which were measured using the

rear loudspeakers, were adjusted to the same level as the

front HRTFs, so that HRTFs varied smoothly as a function

of the azimuth for all directions.

4.3. Low-Frequency Compensation

Below several hundred Hz, in general, HRTFs are

expected to converge to 0 dB as frequency decreases

because the dimensions of the human head and torso are

sufficiently smaller than the corresponding wavelengths in

this frequency range. However, measured HRTFs some-

times show a displacement from 0 dB in the low-frequency

region. Moreover, direct current (DC) offsets are often

observed in measured HRTFs [14]. This phenomenon

arises because the outputs from the loudspeakers and

microphones decay toward DC and lack a DC component.

This artifact can be compensated by using the a priori

knowledge mentioned above, i.e., that HRTFs converge to

0 dB toward 0 Hz.

Figure 6 shows an example of the directional depend-

ence of HRTFs in the low-frequency region (200 Hz) on the

horizontal plane. The displacement value from 0 dB

systematically changes with source direction and the curve

is nearly sinusoidal. Therefore, this directional dependence

was approximated by the superposition of three (1st–3rd-

order) sinusoidal functions whose basic cycle was 360�.

The approximated curve is also shown in Fig. 6 by a

dashed line. According to the a priori knowledge men-

tioned above, the magnitude characteristics in the low-

frequency region should converge to 0 dB. In this study, the

level differences among azimuths were adjusted to be 0 dB

by subtracting the gain obtained from the approximated

curve. The magnitude characteristics of the microphone

used in the measurement declined in frequency regions

below around 200 Hz. In high-frequency regions, direc-

tional dependence is not sinusoidal on the contralateral side

owing to a superposition of two waves with different

phases, each of which propagates along two paths: one
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Fig. 4 Effects of window functions. The frequency
characteristics of an HRTF in the frequency region
below 2 kHz (azimuth, 0�; elevation, 0�; right ear).
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Fig. 5 Example of the effect of the loudspeakers used
in the measurements. The two HRTFs shown are of
adjacent azimuths (right ear, azimuths, 90� and 95�;
elevation, 0�), each measured with a different loud-
speaker. The HRTF at 90� was measured by the
loudspeaker in front of the circular loudspeaker array
while that at 95� was measured by the loudspeaker
behind the array.
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Fig. 6 Example of level change as a function of azimuth
at 200 Hz (solid line) and its approximation (dashed
line) by superposition of three sinusoidal functions.
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through the front of the head, the other through the back

of the head [13]. For these reasons, the value of the

approximated curve for 200 Hz was used as the represen-

tative value to adjust the level differences.

4.4. Treatment of Measured Data

Figure 7 shows an example of the difference in overall

levels between two HRTFs of adjacent azimuths as a

function of the source direction azimuth at an elevation of

�40�. A notable discontinuity is observed at around 90�.

Discontinuities among source directions were corrected

with the overall directional dependence obtained from the

measured HRTFs. However, large pulsive differences such

as that at 90� cannot be fully removed by such a method.

Moreover, observation of the measured HRTFs for all

subjects revealed that the discontinuity in HRTFs became

marked below elevations of �30� for most subjects; this

may be because of the influence of the chair. Therefore,

we decided to include all data of �30� or above with a

cautionary statement.

5. EVALUATION OF HRTFS

As an example of HRTF evaluation, Fig. 8 schemati-

cally shows the measured HRIRs of one subject after the

postprocessing described in Sect. 4. The abscissa is time,

the ordinate is the source azimuth, and the brightness

indicates the amplitude of impulse responses. The peak of

each HRIR can be seen as a white line, and it is clear that

the change as a function of azimuth is sinusoidal. This

is because the arrival time for source azimuths depends on

the distance from the source to the ear. Figure 9 illustrates

the HRTFs for the same subject as in the case of Fig. 8.

The abscissa is frequency, the ordinate is the source

azimuth, and the brightness indicates the relative level of

the magnitude spectrum. In the low-frequency region, the

magnitude characteristics seem almost flat and their values

converge to 0 dB. This means that the postprocessing

compensation we applied for the low-frequency region was

very effective for obtaining HRTF data.

HRTFs vary according to source direction in a

characteristic manner, producing reliable cues that human

beings use for localizing sound images [1,2,15–17]. If

HRTFs measured at a number of positions are available,

directional dependences can be effectively analyzed. As

illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9, the variations of the impulse

responses and frequency spectra as a function of source

direction can be clearly observed. Such visualizations led

to the discovery of certain characteristics related to

localization cues as well as clarification of the mechanisms

underlying the human localization system. In addition, the

use of a large number of data points makes it possible

to develop various studies for modeling the cues included

in HRTFs. For example, Watanabe et al. focused their

attention on the sinusoidal variation of HRIRs, and

modeled the interaural time difference (ITD) as the

superposition of various sinusoidal functions [18]. Iida

et al. investigated HRTF modeling using spectral notches

[19].

The availability of a large number of HRTFs can

greatly contribute to, for example, studies on the human

auditory system and the development of applications

utilizing HRTFs. In addition, datasets in which HRTFs
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Fig. 7 Difference in overall level between two HRTFs
at adjacent azimuths as a function of azimuth (ele-
vation, �40�; left ear, subject 35).

Fig. 8 HRIRs on horizontal plane (left ear).

Fig. 9 HRTFs on horizontal plane (left ear).
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are derived from many subjects are particularly valuable

because HRTFs vary significantly among individuals. We

hope that the dataset described in this paper can contribute

substantively in these ways. The dataset is also beneficial

because it includes anthropometric data of subjects (39

subjects).

6. SUMMARY

We described a dataset of HRTFs derived from 105

subjects (210 ears). The number of source directions per

subject ear was 865; HRTFs were measured at 5� intervals

along the azimuth and 10� intervals of elevation from �30

to 90� in spherical coordinates. A subset containing the

anthropometric data of 39 subjects was also available.

These data will be freely accessible for non-profit academic

purposes via the Internet (http://www.riec.tohoku.ac.jp/

pub/hrtf/). Moreover, we are participating in an interna-

tional joint project to gather several HRTF datasets and

unify the data format [20]; the present dataset will be

included in this international package.
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